Lucky Lady Scoops over £100K at Mecca Bingo
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Picture the scene: you’re sitting in your pyjamas, enjoying a game of online bingo and you fancy your
chances on a slots game. It’s a great girly night in, giving you the chance to chat to friends online
and potentially win a big jackpot. Suddenly, a message appears on the screen telling you that you’ve
hit the jackpot. It’s a dream for many online bingo players across the UK but it’s a dream which
became a reality for lucky Mecca Bingo (http://www.meccabingo.com) player BELLE08 who won a massive
£111,967.08!
BELLE08 hit the jackpot at the online bingo website when she played the Lucky Ladies 88 slot game after
she told colleagues at work that day that she was feeling lucky. She had only staked £1.80 on the game
which won her the life-changing sum of money.
All big players who scoop a big win at Mecca Bingo are invited down to London to receive the coveted big
cheque and player BELLE08 was no exception. On her visit to London to collect her prize, the lucky lady
was clearly still overwhelmed by her big win:
“At first I thought I had only won £1000 or so. I felt like I had a stroke when I saw that I had won
that much, I felt poorly! I couldn’t believe it”.
As a bingo regular, BELLE08 plays online bingo (http://www.meccabingo.com) at Mecca Bingo but is also a
member of Mecca Bradford. Her shock at winning such a substantial jackpot left her unable to sleep for a
week following the win, as she said:
“Like most bingo regulars I didn’t think people actually win these amounts of money.... I never
thought you could win these amounts online”. Proof that big jackpot wins happen every day is
demonstrated by winners like BELLE08 whose lives change while they’re just sitting in their PJ’s!
The lucky jackpot winner has decided to share some of the money with her family and is planning a trip to
Australia.
Mecca Bingo, whose new website launched this month, gives away thousands of pounds every week. Play
online bingo at www.meccabingo.com.
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